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All tees and tuition charges as and approved. Therefore, be
listed m the College BoBetin and in to retain a copy of me
any i^Sistratkm material issued by listed on your registration can
the GoBejge are subjecttochange . attend only those courses. If
by the Board of Ifigher Education tuune does not appear on the
witltom prior notice. In the event of section roster, be sure to follow
any^incnase in the lees or tuition through in the registrar's office,
cliarges,\naymeBt8 already made This is yoor responsftflay!
to the CoDege wffl be treated a s a
DATES TO REMEMBER
partial payment and notification
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will be given of the additional meet instead of Wednesday
amount due and the time and classes,- —~__
method for payment.
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Your registration is not valid re-exam, make-up exam and
until foil payment of fees has been resolution of incomplete grades for
made, FEES ARE DUE BY YOUR Fall 1972 semester.
REGISTRATION DATE AND March 30—Last day to officially
TIME. Any student who has not resign..
paid the total fees and tuition will
April 12—Monday classes meet
not beconsidered as registered and instead of Thursday classes.
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One i s evidently too_ moral and1"7
idealistic. When spending ?the,^
organizations*.moneysof wnhSn I
preside, I always manage to inconvenience myself by regarding
When unable to do this, a student this money as if it ware nay own
. government should be disbanded. hard-earned dollar. Yes, on second
Otherwise,
each
c a m p u s thought, they are hard-earned
organization is forced to politiking dollars when one considers how
. promptly some appropriations are
and less-than-parity-status.
- The admihistration o f t h e made to those organizations that
sponsored
Student Center facilities must also have consistently
"legitimate"
events
based
on. past
be made to feel their obligation to
precident''
It
gives
m
e
great
treat a l l v organizations .... and
students, with' parity. Who gave, discomfort when I witness catered
and by what authority was per- receptions and parties that inekide
mission granted for the Student professional flower arrangements,:
Center's Marble Lounge to b e laid tables and provided a c closed for a private function during cessories. Perhaps organizers do
delegated club hours? This in- not realize, and the power people .
consistency of principle makes it do not question budget a p difficult for me to understand how propriations that can be markedly
members of both the faculty and reduced i£ someone h a d t h e
administration could accept an wherewithal to buy and arrange
invitation to attend such a function. their own - flowers, set their own
After all, their "own private party tables, buy their own eating
was only one week away. WITH . utensils, and even buy their own
THE EXCEPTION OF HONORED food when Mrs. Reeves' pantry i s
GUESTS, IT SEEMS APPARENT not adequate.
Compliments a r e d u e a n
FROM THE RECORDS O F
attempting
to
OTHER SIMILAR OCCASIONS organization
THAT MEMBERS OF T H Eestablish some degree of chic at
FACULTY
AND
A D - Baruch; i.e., personalized i n MINISTRATION CAN ALWAYS vitations, formal attire. However, ,
FIND TIME TO ATTEND may I suggest that if the respective
STUDENT-*-FUNDED
ACTIVI- organization required higher
TIES WHEN FOOD I S I N - membership dues they could more
VOLVED. They are generally "too appropriately choose to have their
fashionable
busy" when needed and invited for function- in a
more purposeful student activities restaurant at a fashionable time.
They might even be i We to have
occuring during club hours.
student funds appropriated for the
hiring of a security guard who
could send "Party Time Girl of
Baruch" away.
mem
m m
mae&mmmmm
mw
In closing, you might b e interested to know that there now
exists a relatively -large, operative••"
chief source of student opinion and thought. I t is Important organization
no m e m to have them read the paper when trying to Influence bership dues.requiring
At last count, this
administrative and / or faculty opinion. I was very pleased club had 137 new members since
with the faculty's reaction to the paper and especially its the beginning of the Fall semester.
editorials.
* From what I hear, they have never
Being Editor-in-Chief has some special problems. restricted any of their events on a
member-only basis. As a matter of
Cdttstru^ifiga^newspaper each week Is
fact, they have a s s u m e d t h e

^DearBobr -..«•.•-•" •
> Tbanlf you for printing Julius A.
Klausner's letter- ? W J K E R ,
12 V». UirfortuBately, this letter
rekindled an anger which one has
tried for many months to subdue.
- Mr. Klausner made a n obvious
Freudian slip in his postscript by
inferring that perhaps you would
not want to print his letter. Was he
unsure of the allegations he was
making?
Despite h i s problem; one
characterizing many students
affiliated with organizations that
throw "their" bashes once a year, I
must support the principle on
which Student Council Chairwoman Linda Matula acted. What
gives any student organization on
campus the' privilege of using
student funds and facilities for
restricted purposes? The cause of this problem can be
broken down by analyzing the
errors of_jseveral campus institutions. Primary significance
should be given to the fact that my
peers 'in student government did
not have the foresight to question
appropriations for such an event at
the time when fund approval was
being made in -October. With the
understanding that very often club
budgets are contrived to hide the
particulars of events similar to the
one in question, I maintain that an
effective student government
would have been able to detect,
investigate and consequently thwart an occurence of this nature.
#

•

I have never understood what was 7'good" about "'goodbye/* To me* &s always been rather sad; leaving someone
or something has never been enjoyable, nor easy. So you
can see that I'm not very happy abbot writing this thirty
column—a column in which the edHor says good-bye to his
staff, his readers, and his paper, and thanks various
people for their help, arid r e f l e c t upon hTs tei^ri In office.
have to be given out, columnists
After being editor for three semesters; it
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year which is designed to help allX*
Which are more personal than political, will be layedout* Even with a hard working staff Hke I have graduating students specialising in
missed. Likewise, the problems, which have been blessed with, these a re problems the editor lives with a department of the b u s i n e s s
This
sponsorhisp
an interesting challenge than a source of every week. While others count sheep, an editor counts school.
augments,
to
a
greater
degree,
wHI also be missed.
characters in a headline.
Baruch's College P l a c e m e n t
problem facing TICKER is that it is the
There are many decisions that have to be made. There Office; whose major recruitment
newspaper at Baruch College. Therefore, are routine decisions, such as which is the lead story, what activity
serves
accounting
to b e very careful not to be "one sided." "TICKER ad goes on which page.. And there are more complicated students.
Very truly yours,
all of the views of aM the people at the decisions, such as writing an editorial, taking a political
Donald Walker, President
its editorials will specialize in taking a stand within the Baruch Community, or endorsing a
American Marketing Association,
stand on pertainent Issues, the paper must be candidate for Student Government.
Baruch Collegiate Chapter
The triumphs of T I C K E R vary. Besides the obvious
all of the moods of the com*D reflect

if some of the moods, are alien to the successes such as opening the Student Center an hour
earlier than planned, or TICKER'S input In last year's
em of T I C K E R Is the scope of its coverage. CUNY Budget crises, there are many personal triumphs.
T I C K E R mainly to the College, with Seeing a paper produced each week—the awesome sight of
such as Vietnam, or the presidential the stacks of bound TICKERs Tuesday mornings and
down. One reasorr for fhis is the lack of having them gone by Wednesday—is rewarding in itself.
submitted to T I C K E R . Another reason is Knowing that: the freshmen look forward to their paper
i3Siiw.
each week Is a happy feeling. The comments received
wtilch these articles caused,
'•^t-a?
while
walking to a class or seeing someone reading the
an to "outside" subjects was bad. That is not
pebple agreed or disagreed with the articles, paper in a lounge makes It all worthwhile.
And its a great deal of work putting out a weekly
was no reaction. This semester's comic
Many people deserve to be thanked for their
M a n " produced more comment than last
Fredie Greenblart, Jake Jutkowifz, Michael
page special on Attica; any individual comic
inspired more comment^than a story bn^^THe Agranoff, X e v i n Dubrow, Steve Hitler, John Saladyga,
Oisopvers Black English" or what the Dottle Thompson and Rosa Cerratoall deserve my thanks,
area is like today or colun^ns on Vietnam Howard Hochrod as business manager and Joan Greenfield as advertising manager were great. Noreen Batch
"You Women Are All did an incredible fob as literary editor, the best fob I've
^atwo
that cartoons stimulated students more seen during my three and a half years on the paper. Susan
mm
printing cartoon essays on such Schultz did more work in a few weeks than most staff
Nlxorv and the Mllttary A The members did a whole semester. Joyce Rosenberg was our
to judge if the paper Is
star reporter, and will make a fine editor someday. And
Rob Muhlrad was my right hand man, a great help. To all
these pebple I say thank you.
<df readership reaction,
And all of the dedicated columnist deserve much credit:
_ T I C K E R caters Ken Wax, Andy Franklin, Chris Znak, Steve Kohn, and
1*
•: The notr so ^active
And I'd like to thank Dr. Fran Barash, Prof. Ron Garry,
and Dr. Vincent Bryant for sharing their experiences with
the paper.
' Jeff (King of the FHIer ( Campbell was always happy to
%*tii
is the nelp TICKER, and m e , whenever we needed ft.
D
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Dear Editor,
It distresses and appalls m e to
witness the events which transpired during the past week. To get
to the "point, I am referring to
Puerto Rican Week and Convocation.
I feel mat it is in direct violation
of common sense and fair play to
allocate the Marble Lounge for any.
group during the hours of the day
when the lounge is most populated
by other students, especially for an
entire week.
Now on the subject of Convocation. I feel that Baruch College
should be able to afford a group of
higher quality than the ones that
played in the auditorium last
Thursday. I feel that their appeal
was directed to a small percentage
of the student body, and that i s
wrong. Whether or not the people
who set up Convocation succumbed
to the wishes of minority students
is irrelevant The fact that the
criteria for selecting these groups
was ethnic background instead of
talent is m y main point.
These groups are fine for performance in the Student Center,
but Convocation, which is supposed
to be a high point in this school,
should have a group that ' is
If it were, I would have no
(Continued on Page 8) .
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—K>ne prognosticarious eolumn
by Ken Wax

As you may know, we important columnists are often invited to important affairs.
Often we have «ur own affairs. Sometimes*
This was to be the last Castles Burning our wives find out. However, since I'm not
column I would be writing for Ticker. The very married, I have nothing to fear. Except
reason was my application and acceptance^ marriage itself. Which, as you've probably
concerning transferring to State University guessed by now, brings me to my point
in Albany beginning January 12. I felt that,
I was invited to an affair of state at the
ihas-i would be schooling at Albany, coming posh, prestigious - Continental Avenue
in to Baruch every Thursday to drop off my McDonalds. The JnvitatioB^sald '£jU&ck tie
article at Ticker would be a bit in- only' so thats all I wore. As I left the $35,000
convenient. So, in last week's column I told vehicle I cam in (the Q-ll bus), a redcarpet
of my plans and the fact that we would have was rolled but. I was greatly moved.
Castles missing from next terms Ticker. Actually, I had to move to avoid being hit by
The response was, to get frank (yeah, let's it. When I got to the affair, I noticed Ronald
get Frank'), touching.
McDonald was there. He didn't socialize
Now, I'd like to tell you mat it was because much, he just kept dancing and talking to
of the response to last week's article that-1 the hamburgers and french fries. He got
have decided to postpone my transferring. pretty angry when they didn't answer and,
That's what I would like to tell you. But, frustrated, he committed an indecent act in
being an honest man, I can't. My decision the fillet of fish tartar sauce. Now I know/
was the product of many forces and feelings, what they mean by the phrase 'Big Mac':which are personnal and little concern of the
The African delegation started to take
average reader (altho' few of my readers their seats but security guards made them
fr ^are average H In any event, we <the column put them back. I finally sat down and found
' and I) are back. And while Fm in a serious myself situated between the estinguished
mood (or as serious a s I get) I.want to take Russian ambassador, Rudolf Plotgornsky,
this opportunity to say that I appreciate and a membert of the press who had yet to
those Baruchians who take the time to read arrive.
Castles.
So, I sat perusing the menu when all of a
When I write these excursions into lunacy, sudden the place fell silent. All eyes focused
I really don't know if anyone out there is on the entrace and the person who just
reading them. So, when I receive comments walked in. Unable to identify who it was
on them (either written or verbal) I feel from my seat, I asked the French amgood. You see, even brilliantly witty humor bassador just who was receiving all that
concerning the column or anything else, feel attention.
free_toJeave m e a note at the Ticker office, _ "Ah, our, zat iz ze snazzy advertising
307s.c. B J V . M . did it and now he's a changed manager of Ticker, Joan Greenfield......"
man. A s a matter of fact; he's now a
Boy, did I get excited* Evidently so did
penguin.
Ronald, for he was heading towards ttje
Perhaps I can best explain what I mean tartar sauce again. It turned out Joan was
through the following fable. Perhaps not.
seated next to me. I made conversation and
One day, while I was driving down the warned against ordering the fillet offish. As
Absolutely F r e e w a y , I was. suddenly the meal progressed, some ~ sort of
awakened by a silent n o n e (the worst kind). precipitation began outside.
•. * ^ j ^ f e i s g i B n ^
^rciissi8»^<imnwtsanoi;^/v .
out ^lMnEe^fc"lw»utHiCT;;ft^iiw
it turned out, was 6 V and wasn't too keen ^*'No, I believe it is snowing," said the
about my looking under him.Tn any event, I Russian, a bit insistant.
now noticed that my motor wouldn't start.
"I must disagree with you. It is snowing"
So, I drove a few miles and tried to start it replied the persistant Ms. Greenfield.
again. No hick. So, I called the AAA and they
"Er... Joan... I believe you are incorrect.
talked me out of getting a drink. After a few It is raining, as Rudolf said." I interjected.
hours working on the engine (it wasn't easy,
Outnumbered 2 to 1, Ms Greenfield
I kept falling off) I realized the problem. All decided not to argue any further, but after
I had to do was adjust the mirror and the the Russian left she approached me asking
engine kicked right over (of course, I kicked why I sided with him despite the fact it
it back). And, lo and behold, the car was appeared to be not raining but snowing.
running (probably s o I wouldn't kick it
"Ah, mon petite chapeau," I replied,
again). I yelled at the car t o stop but it "Rudolf the Red knows rain, dear."
wouldn't so I called it a cab and that certainly made it halt. And they all lived Next week: The city is your campus (but
happily ever after.
don't count on it.)

1

This is the end of the term. The end of m y exclusion of everyone else. And, ultimately,
seventh term in what is sarcastically known to m e detriment of u s att. But before X start
as Baruch College. How can I characterize sounding less the racist I am and more the
the general feeling of th& term? Jn personal ..human, being T i n not let nw continue.
terms it was a faaurifr of sorts; more of a
OmvcKiation wasn't enoughr We had to
holding action than a n advancel into the have a "free" Beer Blast. It didn't start out
future. But that wigaBcoinelat»r. la"tei n » to be free but Student Government^ m all of
of the school as a whole I truly beheve that its limited wisdom, made it so. I have it
one event, and one event on^r, marks the ..from informed sources within the Senate
theme, the tenor and the trend of the FaH that there was much complaining" oh t h e
Tetm. And that is " T h e Greatest Con- part of minority group members that advocation Ever*"
. : '
" mission was to be charged. Why was this?
The Greatest Convocation Ever. Sure it Don't their constituents receive enough
was. Three groups were on the bill. The Financial Aid every month to pay the
Orchestra Flamboyan for the Puerto Ricans nominal fee that was being asked? This may
and assorted Latins; Bull Dog for the high- seem petty but, in the end, it is not. The
heeled, down-out Kings' Highway crowd; Headrest (a lousy place to hold a beer blast)
and, Earth, Wind and Fire to placate the was deluged by a flood of students attracted,
Black population of Baruch. So where was one imagines, by the prospects of unlimited
the Oriental group? And the West Indian "free" beer. And as the neighborhood began
steel band? For the first time since I've been changing and finally tipped I realized what
in Baruch the program was planned to take it is to be alone in the world. *
into account (supposedly) the interests of all
The music at the Headrest is all recorded.
segments of the school population. A gnome sits up in a control booth playing
Paradoxically, the Convocation was also scratchy records. And for the entire time I
supposed to bring us all together.
was there the music was BLACK. Dig, baby,
To sidetrack a bit. Back in November BLACK. And this was when the students at
Nixon beat McGovern. Remember? The the Beer Blast were mostly WHITE„ Dig,
same George McGovern whose backers baby, WHITE. So why was there no music to
forced the Democratic Party to establish a cater to our tastes? O^why couldn't the
strict quota system whereby a certain music be mixed?
specified number of - women, youth,
And the beer. It was okay but it was hard
minorities and assorted other leftists had to to get to the bar. So Tommy "Suds" TAnigan
be at the convention as representatives And slips the Black-chick behind the bar a buck
this was thoroughly discredited at the polls. and a half to keep his pitcher filled so that all
But not in Baruch (and unfortunately; not in of us could keep drinking^ .wit^out^ the
any of the liberal run institutions in the problem of crowding the hair. A little grease
United States),
across the palm increases efficiency in all
Now I don't like quotas but if we must walks of life. But something happened and
have them let's do it up right. If we are t o as the neighborhood slipped the final Inhave a different musical group-for. each dignity took place; Another dusky lass
segment of the student population some whispered in the barmaid's ear and the next
manner of distributing the time must be. thing Tommy knew he was being accused of
developed. This perhaps is one of the serving only white kids. Now I don't know if
greatest fauih$ of the Oonvoeation planners: this i s true. I doubt it as Tommy loses his
.iMSup uw Av&.W€tu liunaoer tK t^atms,^t|>airits
?s«aiid^ N 6 h * i a c # vEatto students in Baruch
was.
percentages of time could have been few white kids left in the place they would.
allotted. In other words let us hypothesize naturally gravitate to one of thenwmnnber"
the following: If there are ten percent Latin standing at the bar who, incidentally, was a
students the Orchestra Flamboyan should consistent source of beer.
play 10 percent of the time; if there are
And that fine liberal human being, the
twenty per cent Black the Earth, Wind and target of many an arrow, being used as a
Fire group would be given 20 percent of the coa track.
show; and (the gods forbid) Bull dog would
And last, but not least, poor, super_have the rest of the performance. Or if this bleedingheart Barry Hoffman being acis too difficult perhaps we could have three cused of being a racist simply because he
separate convocations (or maybe four, or chose to check H3 cards when the flood of
five, or...).
students was all Black.
Or maybe we could go back to the old way
Which brings me to the grand finale of this
of having eclectic groups and performers huge farce of a term. The Student Governwho appeal to everyone? But that would be ment and the Administration. The white
acting against the trend of the times which members of t h e Student Government
is to cater to "oppressed" minorities. To the particularly. Perhaps I was imagining
things that Thursday evening (better living
through...),but a s Linda Matula (Chairman), Mitch Greenstein, Mike Agranoff and
other assorted white personalities marched
out en masse from the Headrest I could not
help but visualize the surrender of Cornwallis at York town with the British band
music to be heard since Sam and Dave. playing '"The World Turned Upside Down."
Papa John's playing seems a little too sweet : Or perhaps Napoleon's pitiful retreat out of
for rock and roll, butlike I said, Im sure Russia. It was so sad. With their heads bent
theres more to John than that. His playing • and lowered they caved in before the new
on his own record here evokes all kinds of order and left, poor Barry to bold the gates
images' of the black experience of an earlier, against the barbarian hordes. But Barry is
era. I remember reading about PJs ex- not Horatio nor is he a Leonidas. And this is periences as a solo violinist in a Chicago the tragedy of the majority members of
hotel dining room during the depression. Student Government. Unlike their Black
Without becoming genetic or even a little and Latin cewitcrparts they have n o
emotional like Ralph J. Gleason, I can coherenrplan of action, JK> guts and no otiter
surely say that this record here, is surely the reason for being than to ego-trip and pave
best vehicle for Papa John's craftsmanship the way for good jobs upon graduation.
than anything previously done. Its difficult
Ah, but the
to discuss—and i n . N e w York I want a Socialist and C^mmimist political
tenuous line if I do—but even thou I lack the saw thecampus o
necessary prerequisite let me urge you to to mobilize for
respond to the bits of Wacknuss and soul activists are cashing in. on
from a past generation of musicians.
apathy of the niass of stiMtents In
Instead of Sly Stone, who coutdnt make it,
Papa John has a guest star Pete Fornatale
jant solo.-guest pinch-hit vocal by Elton
John—NO—by Big Joe Turner. The e x suae tHWciwii COBK
tributes sutptantially. And. theres even a
by Hot Tuna

ANiaiaRANiAA
By GARY FRANK ~ - ; —
I've always been most impressed with the habit, s o I cant give you any details like
personal sides and stories of your rock n'roll when Papa John first became enamored
faves and mine; more so than with the with Slick Gracie but many are aware that
fabulous myths and ~ legends that paid Papa John along with Gene Tenace and Rick
professional college writers create. Maybe Barry have become fairly recent additions
thats why we've done so many more raps to Jefferson Airplane.
and interviews than we've ever printed. It
Now many people have reservation about
may not b e professional (but then the trading and wheeling and dealing that
remember who you are and^what youre goes on in the Airplane front office. Im still
reading) but I kinda like it when interviews hung up from the time they traded Marty
"deteriorate" from question-and-answers to Balin from the Altambnt Angels to the Mill
freewheeling spontaneous involments. I Valley Recluses (remember how the crowd
mean—heres this cat trapped in the bosom used
to cheer. "HANG
LOOSE,
of a record la^el conference room talking to RECLUSES???" Neither do I.) This is the
seven or twenty punk writers a day because way I explane Papa John Creach's musical
if he doesnt his label wont buy him and his contribution to the team. Sure he's played on
friends a couple sandwiches a t Max's. the Airplane, and he's been realty hot with
Imagine that and then all of a sudden your the Tuna's, bat he must have something
rap reaches the d e a r light of an heretofore' really e l s etosay becausewhy else, then huh
unreached and undreamed level of un- would he make yet another of his own
derstanding. Whew
albums?
If youve ever dug oh the past realities of
At last we get to the new album' Papa
being a musician in this country, you'll John lias a new one on Grunt called
appreciate the past of PaPa John Creach. "FILTHY." Now before we make him the
Papa John; steps cut of the eras of Bflhe next editor in chief (at least he dont owe
HoOiday, 52nd Street, New Orleans and anybody anything) Let m e tefl you that both
Chicago, All the oM dudes.
m e and Charles Pumiffia agree that this i s
I.fbrew away the bio. truly a cursabte the
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La Plume de I'Ecrivan

Atom-H
The sun fight
shines thru the clouds;
a new day, another time.
torn towards the light;
in different manner, in different ways.

Owtuder

Afar the sound o f an
awakening village i s heard;
Breakfast i s over and
a hard day awaits;
off t o school, off to work.

„ Box 935 Student Center, or
_ it off i n room SUA, Main
Building, where w e a r e now
- * • * >

ATEEKTION MANAGEMENT
STUDENTS: There wiH be a
meeting of the, Btonagement
Society on Thursday, January 4th
at 12 PM in Room 710 of the Main
Building. At this time plans for the
coming'semester will be discussed.
All management majors are inrj*
-vited to attend.
.V
ANNOUNCEMENT
STUDENT DRAFT COUNSELING
DRAFT COUNSELING WILL
CONTINUE
DURING
INTERSESSION. Please check our
door for the hours.
GOOD LUCK: ON YOUR UPCOMING FINALS, AND BEST
WISHES FOR A GREAT INTERSESSION. CHECK OUR
OCR HOURS NEXT.

Sounds of planes are heard,
bombs are being dropped;
no warning, no escape.

THEN WERE AfS&ED-TD SATISFY
ALL THE PBMrVDS CT THF WRCKfc

THE

What started a s a happy
and beautiful day;
no life, all in Dead!

ammos, U&M&C €BBK A

iV«ANKLV SHAKING

* • . • Ot«iC * . . 152* E*.t L u s i f . Mien.*™ ~
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Poetry is not a turning loose of personality, but an escape from personality. But of course, only those who have personality and emotions
rknow what it means to want to escape from these things
—T. S. EKot
"Tradition and the Individual Talent"
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Jose Castillo

WM BLACK iCHlCANO ^R0AJTASEr

Watt4LPorft UPU
understand ?f
pekC&ZJTha&s
t h e onm^
f

TThafc
gives
usone
^ueettort:

music great <and great musicians) in t h e rejection b y black people, by white people,
thirties and forties. So the nexttime your old and especially by use aware and oh,
fontssay "I dont care if he's Jewish or not— discriminating young audiences in the San
take off that Lesnevsky, Weir, Kreuttmann Francisco of 1987. Love In and Love Out
<
5)
and Young and nut on Glenn^ BfiBer-Oh, and Charles Lioyds niusic was at one time the
Even if ms audience doesnt, Pane John bring m y pills."
doorway for those who wanted to be white
. t- •
got class. Look a t htm on the cover
and try black, and for these who already
Charles Lloyd's jazz story is another were. But, yessir, Hke Papa John, Charles
e—the only two other cats I ever saw in
red soft were Otis Redding and Santa about a brother who had his Macknuss Lloyd h a s been through nobody's
tens* In this day of Bflhe Holliday, the time tested not only by those forces which op- stereotyped experience. Lloyds popularity
press, but he has experienced die highest waned faster man the hope for peace after
ripe to turn our tastes forward into the /pre
- - ' a bit and sample the stuff that made
lights of acceptance and die depths of November 6. There's-a bumper sticker that
and fight Rather they slink off and later reads "Don't blame Me—I Voted M c G "
gripe
about all those Blacks and Puerto Yes, and well, Dorit Blame Me either cause
•.. •
Ricans who are on the Senate. And what is Charles Lloyd, I know, is bead. ,
(Continued from Page 5)
worse, they ususally whisper these con*
Lloyd has become enamored with the
fidences.
B
e
t
met
i
s
typical.
Maharishi.
To what extent and dimension
jand steamrollered. But d o n t say that we
Congratulations
to
all
you
cowards
hiding
ronly gripe. All of you out there didn't supthis involvement has reached I do not know.
port us hack in the last election and now you behind the facetessness of the Central I can say that I welcome the union of jazz
Committees of PRIDE and Triple A. And musicians and Indian spirituality. If you're
are reaping what you have sown.
What I think is really a bitter touch of congratulations to Richard and Robert You keeping score lately you know that the
irony is that Miss Matula, off the record (of have my real admiration (if not my goodwill Beach Boys are still involved with T.M., and.
coarse) asked me to withdraw from the but you don't want that anyway) for also so is a lady from San Francisco named
Chairman's race because we would split the beginning the consolidation of your power Pamela Polland whom I love and love. On
white vote. Rmm. So big deal. We must have here in Baruch. You sure have those white Charles Lloyd's new A & M album the
split something. Now I don't have anything liberals on the run*
But how about a personal comment on this Beach Boys, Roger McGuinn, and Pamela
personal against Linda or the other members of die Student Government whose skin term. Has it started yet? If so, tell m e what herself fuse their souls and Pamela herself
color matches my own (except during the is going on because I truly must be way fuse their souls and sound with the cosmic
warm months when I become a Puerto behind by now. One thing I've learned is that consciousness to produce a tune called
Rican). They are very nice (except Fishbein going to class drunk i s less fun than bringing "T.M." This is surely a musical revelation,
because he is too impressed by very little, your hooch along with you and getting drunk a profound experience. All in the
himself) but they- are not the type to stand IN class. -Wow. The time flies by and the Maharishi's honor.
subject matter sure i s interesting. Even if I
"T.M." is a chant, a textural delight to be
can't exactly recall all those fine points I caught up in. Ringing twelve strings
made. Such is life.
(McGuinn) soar and spiral. Then the Beach
During this term I made a small start a t Boys^voices come in;, perfect harmonic
becoming a "Baruch Personality.** But that peelings calling out to every vegetarian,
is a negative position. In any case, the detached, aspiring seeker of musically
Committee to Foment Democracy is still stirring self-truths. Then, Oh Ecstacy' the
considered to be the meanest, baddest group right speaker bears forth the sound of my
this side of 23rd Street. Yeah, the terrors of Pamela Polland, rare and precious fruit of
the Student Center just waiting to be
unleashed upon an unsuspecting school to Marin County. Singing. All voices join and
rape, pillage and toot. So don't get in our ascend. All instruments blend. As we apway* And remember that Beer Blast which proach clear light, Charles Lloyd rises
somehow came off all right despite straight and true with mellow saxophone in
technical difficulties (thanks Emil") and a hand and h e blows the note... If you're
getting close to the source (i.e. hke reading
certain strangeness t o the entire night.
And being on the Liberal Arts and. this column and living quietly) then you
Sciences Curriculum Committee is a trip in know about the note.
The remainder of the album is perfectly
itself" '.4
~
But oh 8v*«ery deep level the term is enuing executed music, all curried up in the Indian
m confusion and ambivalence. I have a style. T h e delicate notes of Gabor Szabo are
tendency to screw myself up in aces and this often heard on guitar. Charles Lloyd's
time I brought by own Trojan horse within
^H^OB sjjpj>eauJ2g!il jamming* and.
r "StUH
So blg^SEsaT,
d o s e enough tarrock context to
rubbed with dirt and catering to another is a make this among his more accessible
beatific experience. When I'm canonized... music. There is the note... hanging within
As- the term draws to a close I*d like to your reach. A lot of people may not respond
thank Glenn for caring, Mona for being to this music because Charles Lloyd seems
there, the CFDers for flying along on this no longer to manifest the stigma of urgency
trip, Student Personnel Services for their and concern that jazzmen superstars seem
semi-useful input, and the cast of thousands to have these days. These days Charles
who are the backdrop for this entire novel. Lloyd manifests the quiet vibes of
Oh yes, lest I forget To the young lady with
the confused conscience and the coterie of togetherness and oneness. Mmmnnnn. The
note.
white knights I offer a special...?
THIRTY-THREE AND A THIRD. Due to
So a s the sun, sets over yet another hazy
term the Black Knight (spiritually) mounts circumstances beyond my control I may
his courageous steed and, armed with in- graduate Baruch in the next few days and
telligence, motivated by loneliness and direct my energies at realities outside the
fortified by spirits, prepares for a final womb. And while I wish to have little further
assault a last gasp of defiance in the Spring. part of the socio-political Barueh situation, I
So lock the gates and-board up the windows. wish to have far less part in the future of
Franklin's coming back to town'
Ticker. This newspaper, like this school, and'

Eye For Am Ear

.When a n d
where d o e s
t h e nmx-t
w a r begin?

~l
New Star Organization
Of

12.-00 Noon

And D a n c e

Faulty Lounge -

Place: The Savory Manor
Grand/Ballroom 120 f. I49ffi
Date: Fri., Jan. 19,1973'
Time : II Until
Directions : Take No. 4
Or 5 lex Train To 149th St.
& Grand Concourse

24tti St. Bldg.

5tb Floor.

i

Live Music & WBLS D,
Baruch Students Free
Others $5.00

v>

festivities.

You Just Gonna Be There!

Intersession
f

The Student Draft Counseling

I

Office Rm. 307A Student Center

I

Will Be Open During Intersession
The Hours WiH Be Posted On Our Door.
If You Need Help We Witt Be Here

TICKER
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During

All Psychology
Students
ore invited
to enjoy the

Draft Conseling

so much
especially like m e
country .....will wither

of a f e h i this
ojOBorminie into

.<*•>•

As does a nation. Staple. Isn't it?
that the
w
replenished, and are brought into production a s d o s e to perfection a s possible,... a
poBtical system seems necessary for the
management of these means to an end.
Were it possible, to say that the present
political system existing here is in touch
with problems and realities and people, then
it might be pessfble to have attended tins
school with idealism and emerge educated
and satisfied. The political system here i s
far from the note, far from being in tone,
and yet you hear it blaring and playing
loudly. Cacaphony'*'
The next few months will see the Baruch
situation deteriorate into a rotting "fTww
of its potential. Self-indulgent is the word for
all those who parade about under the
rallying cry of involvement. Yon will read
abbot it here. Pure mediocrity will trhmaph.
(Andy Franklin will probably by that time
. be expelled, squeezed out, or graduate.) Tfce
folks that will replace the folks mat have
gone before simply and dearly do not have
the distance and maturity, sophist "ration
and expression, grace and dignity, to
provide the journalist's function. Some
writers go after die facts. And some ethers
stick around a little bit after the facts to s e e
whats in it for them. I always admire the one
who comments on the others. With poetic
intensity, and with such individuality and
style that even if I dont get next to what is
being said...I can get next to the fact that the
writer has caught an angle for all to get
behind. He must always be pure. ~ .
What -you're going to get soon will have
nothing to do with what you've been reading.
The editors and writers you'll soon read will
emerge from their sheltered surroundings, :
naked and naive, only as far as is necessary
to bask in the limelight of seeing one's name
in print or take a bow in the spotlight of
having access to the media. The latest fads
will be exploited (the editor's picture on
page one next to the pretzel lady ) while
the pressing and urgent issues never wffl get
to press. Im going to have to send away for
another of those P.O.W. bracelets because a
few weeks ago when the bombing was
stepped up, one of our B-52s bombed a prison
camp...and the guy on my bracelet was
killed. If you are bitter about the war,
shouldnt you be bitter about the way it has
been bandied in this newspaper and in your
Baruch community? When was the last time
you read a cogent, authoritative and concerned article about such an issue in one of
these issues. And when has it made a difference? Three strikes ago and youre out.
Such concern and responsibility will not
pervade the consciousnesses of the next
staff and student body. What youH get are a
bunch of cute clippings that mom and dad
can hand out to the neighbors as they stroll
along the Grand Concourse. Character
assinations will be frequent. (Is Nixon a
character?) And can't you see a staff
huddled in the office with liberation on their
lips and ripping-off on their minds? It takes
a certain kind of maturity (ulcers) to deal
with public relations people (who have Jobs
in the field not degrees.) The real world is
something one must approach squarely, not
giddy with greed, safe and sheltered hi a
college paper office.' They are jaiBng
journalists in Newark, and in Los Angdrs,
&***

For every altercation mere have been
moments of clear commmrication. Except
maybe one or two but since when is life ever
fair? If youve ever offered your nrleedsliip
or assistance, tt youve ever oecocne mv
vorved with the producnon of An E y e for a n
Ear at the primary level, or if
you've been a t ail a party to or a
thereof my personal and arttstie
then do consider yonrsetf warmly
a few
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Second, Franklin, the
were* reserved^©* ^Puerto Rican
week. Unfortunately for you; ryou

*-~*> » 6
xv
from Page 4>>
J^fn^ahead wof appeasing
w^e
Convocation is understand not only your so-called
minorities
by Joyce Rosenberg
dislike for us but the fact that you
concerned.
I
am
at
the end of my first term
Smcerely, couldn't understand the speeches
Anonymous or films shown. We recommend 7 aCBarucfi; and T wouTd Tie h>ppy
that yocHrefer' t » the" Romance with the people here except for one
Language
Department
a n d thing: "everyone is , so goddam
over
their
ethnic
English Department or Mr. Roth- touchy
Dear Andrew^Franklin,
background.
So
touchy
that
they
Jjd«»pT^<^ a i^umn\ '^Tfee Out man because most of our run to join PRIDE or AAA or Asian
sider" rfScker;Dec. » , 1972> with presentations were in English. We Students Association or Hillel or
much mtrigue, and I feel that it is couldn't permit a boy like you in New Star or JDL and they then
the mainstream of Baruchville to
one: of d i e most
plan with their organization to take
w ««» "dow'* t h e s t a n d a r u ^ — ^ ^
sincerest pieces you
i>ver
the school. I AM NOT
«w S
# ^n T Job. After all, it is your life Andrew
because^of .the convictions
r , and
Third,
as
impossible
as
it
m
a
y
QUESTIONING
YOUR RIGHT TO
^ s»o Franklin,
deep felt emotions, which you
seem for you to be normal, "un- JOIN
ANY
OF
THESE
forcefully conveyed.- nwx'*^ourself,
arid
deal
with
your
ORGANIZATIONS
AND
I
DO
Unfortunately,. it appears that frustrations, so is it impossible for QUESTION YOUR RIGHT NOT
TO
the ageolddfeeaseof hate, bigotry you to be rational. But, we'll give it TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR ETHNIC
arid prejudice has infected your a try. Our Central Committee is BACKGROUND, but I do protest
mind. l a m of a generation which is
of five people who are the fact that this college is being
constantly resisting the Warped - composed
more than willing to clear you up pulled in three or more ways in a
and inhumane values -of ^ decaying on
a few things, They are Julie very ugly and racist power
society; a society whoch would Rivera,
Migda struggle. Baruch is not a Puerto
rather have you kill so that the JRivera, Chairwoman,
Treasurer,,
Rican school or a Black school or a
Nixon Corporation can show a Rodriguez, Secretary, Noe. Judy
HerJewish
school or a White school or
profit. My generation is attempting nandez, Chairman of our Campus anything
It belongs tp ALL of
to structure a society along the Affairs Committee, 'and Frank us. I don'telse.
think
we are doing any
ideals of respect for the individual. Velez, Chairman of our Culture good to it by emphasizing
race. It
In A way I feel responsible for the and
Education
Committee.
only
serves
to
split
us
up.
Because
circumstances which motivated Roberto is..-not a member of- the of i t Student Government cannot
you: to show your true self. I feel I Central
However, if .agree on any issue, and because of
let you down because I wasn't you wishCommittee,
discuss matters with i t Convocation was a farce. We
around when you. needed a friend. him, sinceto
you
admire the brother had to get a group for each of the
Unfortunately we will never meet. so much, we are
that he can
As a friend I would caution you convey our m esure
s
s
a
g
e to you
against] so-called media friends, rationally and to the point
Just
who, because of a'lack Of sensible remember that you have to come
restraint, allowed you to com- to an agreement on the meaning of
municate such a negative position rational.
on one of the' basic foundations
You see Franklin, a respected ; I like to go swimming. In fact, I
upon which the new generation i s
person
you're not—you can't even spent a large; part^^ t h ^ p a s t
attempting to buiici its new society.
be
a
sincere
racist There was no
It is difficult enough trying to find
out what side some of our friends reason for you to excuse yourself summer i n a lake in .New Hamp-;
a r e - o n . Please join us and under the guise of being smashed shire. However, I don't like to go
s w i m m i nteus
g when
remember w e can't allow the or drunk and plead not to be thrown catalog
me I the.
must Baruch
do so
establishment to continue brain- down the' stair*—why, w e ' r e merely because I'm a business
passive, people' You know, the student
washing us with its film.
PEACE," and
a
S P E E D Y ^ e h boss" type. Franklin, w e
for the
of
rexx>gnize your eeJumn for what i t B a c h e l o r
RECOVERY
Business
"-of-":*
**s

major ethnic groups, . arid
result. Convocation wasboringand
too long. But i f it makes anyone
happy, I found that most people
liked Earth, Wind, and Fire t h e
best- And fortoose\ of you who
weren't there, this group is Black.
I don't want to deny any group
their solidarity. They-are entitled
to i t I wiU admit that I feel little for
the ethnic groups that I belong to.
But for anyone who does feel an
alliance with people who are of his
background, it's great to want to be
a part of a group such a s the ones I
named above. But why do w e have
to break this college up? Wiry .must
there be such a power struggle
here? We are all in this college for
the same reason; why can't we
work together for the college instead of separately for our- own
interests?;
*
I do think that everyone should
have representation here. I do
think that w e should be mindful
and respectful of each other's
heritage. I do not think that PRIDE
or New Star or Hillel or any other
ethnic group should have more
power than anyone else.
I amflot a racist I do not think

by R O B

better than anyone
orPtterto:RSe^^
by pulling Baruch in o n e
or another,: we?; a r e .,_
college and ultimatelyWe
.....
;s^uld - -h*?^
organizations, but we shouldn't be
. ;-V\«Vl#^~ W««-.;-

I a l s o feel that people who are
racists and proud of it should keep
their mouths shot for
and for everyone else's,
a s much right to say what you do as
you have the i i ^ t to walkr down
Fifth Avenue shooting people. You
are entitledto your opinion, but
there is a time and .a place for it,
and that is not 4n finis school.
This is a very inappropriate arid
perhaps tasteless thing to do, but I
feel that I have the' attention of
most o f the school a t this b*me, and
I would like to take this opportunity
to say "Thank you," to Bob Barrett
for everything he did for me this
term. I think our college could say
".Thank you," to him also. You
might not agree with Bobr but you
will have to agree that he has done
quite a lot for Baruch.

A*UHLRAD

offered by. "Baruch require
swimming-. A Bachelor of Arts
diploma requires a minimum of six
credits to be chosen from among
art, music and physical, health and
dance
educatfpn.
Physical
education is an elective in the
c r e a t i v e and performing a r t s
o^rvision of the base curriculum
for
df ; A i l i : Jforr Teachers

_ This adventure in aquatics might
not be so bad if i t were given once a
week f o r two hours. But it ain't It
is given, according to the Fall '72
schedule of classes, two sessions a
week, one hour per session. Isn't
that great? You come out of a class
on the tenth floor, take the elevator
t o the main floor (unless ydri
decide to take the stairs), walk

-im€f

located.
half
of which is wasted by changing,
To. the 'Editor:
wh*t you wrote. We will deal with
you rush to your next class because
The last issue of Ticker, through you as well a s with Baruch.
you do not want to be late again,
its column ' ^ n e Outsider," posed
P.S. If you can't solve your
while your hair is stOl wet. Wet
some interesting statements which romantic fantasies, We can provide
hair in the first half of the spring
need a rep*y and, at a future time, something for you to swing on
term or last half of the fall term
to be dealt with.
through your jungle of frustrated
does wonders for a cold. All this for
You see, Mr. Barrett if we look thoughts and boyish dreams.
only a half credit without which
at newspapers, we usually find that
you can not graduate.
Signed: P.R.I.D.E.
there i s a ^consistant message
The swimming course, P.E. 4
which is portrayed to the reading
(men) or 54 (women), should*—
pubhc: The Times, for example, i s
must—be.donw away with or at
a so-called liberal paper that
least be made into an elective. If it
dresses up issues with intellectual ..
(Continual from Page 3)
were completely eliminated, Prof.
thought arid concrete eapitalism. ^Contamed-from Page 4)-Louis Brown, Chairman of the
under
consideration.
Physical
Education . Department,
Tfaejfeay News is « paper fer_ttie
And there were a lot of special people who gave me their PHYS v HEALTH E D ~ K o g e l i o
and his staff would be very
VERNON
unhappy since it would result in a
glorify tfaekNSSus by empfaaarie t ? e r 9 m 2 n ' E <* Rothmari, Mike Black, and Tom Frazier. M. POLI SCI—Alan SHARK, Austin loss of jobs- for the swimming intheft- statusHgu© values mrough Lewis. Temares and the people In the Registrar's office ACOCELLA
structors. Maybe that is the real
P S Y C H — D a v i d E P S T E I N . reason why the reotnremeqt is still
paternal, racist feelings on other....-were s u p e r .
,
Wifeert GILBERT
on the books.
.
people—especially Blacks and
And then there is fny faculty adviser, Morris Winokur. If R O M A N C E
L A N G AxM a r i a
According to a reliable source,
p
SERRAVILLO
not only will swimming remain in
!!^^ca^v
•
there Is one thing that I value above all else that TICKER SOC
^ANTHRO—Jane DEUTSCH, effect, but the School of Business
Kevin DUBROW i
Curriculum -' Committee, under
is your line?Notthatwewant "The unforgetaNe Character/' Uncle Morris will be the subject. SPEECH— VACANT Chairman James Sullivan of the
Outsider" or any other column to Arid now, as the TICKER sinks slowly in the west, 1 bid
Law Department, might add adcease or tone down in words, farewell faJfie Editorship. \ am deeply grateful for the
ditional phys ed requirements.
because we appreciate what is
"
Isn't the ^School of Business
II
Business
Public
dear and direct. However, we are
progressive?
Administration
sure you can find a clearer racist
I should point out that I don't
tine then Franklin's.
know of anyone who has passed the
As forrjfranklin,: we agree (as
B&PA Academic Standing Com- qualifying exam and was thus
ridiculous as that may sound) on a
m—James FLANDERS
exempted from the course.
Scfcechb Of ivMrfs:
few things; we want^oclear others
B&PA Faculty rep.—Marilyn
NOTICE:
FCHRMAJ*
We
are
interested
in screeningThursday.
Jan.
4,
1973—IJve
^Exhibition
of
Martiat
Arts.
If
you've
; we agree that you are incapableof
B&PA Curriculum Comm—Geary
students
who
wish
to work in
seen our past kung-fu exhibitions with concrete back breaking,' and
being normal, mixed up, and a
GHEE NfDGE .
Michael
Freshman Seminar Program, one;
frustrated y ^ n g . ' BOY. We • v e
our famous nail bed demonstfction you'll definately want to see
AGRANOKF^
X ' ->r-hour
weekly, on a regular basis in
lavewn thatTor some u^rne and were
his. No tricks or gimmicks. Pure skill. If you don't believe us, we'll
BftPA X Prizes-* . Scholarships,
the
Spring
Semester. Among the
ready to c o n s u l a f e w people to see
Awards
Comm—Marilyn
fet^you'•••try...:.Auditorium 12-2 PM.
pren-equisites
are, upper Sophif a sohition to your probleta could
FUHRMAN: ^
more
credit
status;
brining or
"" ' "
!*tjj?&car E d
AACTCY—Raymond CHAING
couse work in a group process;
uy draw xtp a
ECO vFW—^VACANT
~
Friday.
Jan.
5,
1973
Grand
Asian
Cultural
Festival
Dance.
Finals
xJourseon'^R^wtfr—'V because die
INDUSTRIAL PSYCH—Fredie screenuui mteiiriew;
Fieldwork ' credft'".' Ihrougfir
are
over
and
it's
tune
lb
celebrate.
Dance,
Dance,
Dance
to
a
live
Ibo
GREEJiJBLATT ; :J :
Departments
of Sociology .or/
Asian bandv Of course t h w wffl^ b^^
"MCT^;«A€S|NT- i -? : •' .
t h e twforers and
Education
is possible.
beautiful company. 7 r30-12" midnight—Oak ^ Marble Lounge.
MKTG—Michael AGRAKOFF
;
microscope necessary to^ve you a
It.
mterestedp
c o n t a c t Pi
P U B U C ADMIN—Irene SIEGAL
7
Claire]
- .':» ' '*..
OFFICE MGT A SEC. ST^JDHSS^ .-•
v., rd&TWI&ATW
:
*£:i:
-VACANT'' .... ; .',:•-"- "V^.. ^.:--"V
^STAT^^
<JiQSak^MO*'-

. are ^the only o n e s
required to take
For a
BJBJL degree, "two
-credit
courses (m physical education) are
required. This must include one
term of swimming unless a
departmental
qualifying
examination is passed."
None of the other three degrees

rii^y^elect(fijgf; n^two ca^edh^ in
health educaiiori.
^
As c l e a r l y indicated above,
business students a r e being
discriminated against. Why are we
so honored that we must take
swimming? How many lives win
we have to save while sitting
behind a desk?
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